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Multi-purpose, ready-to-use, proven programme
teeming with stimulating activities to embed
shared values, raise performance and
enhance community cohesion
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ITEM
Education in Human Values (EHV) - a course for 5 to 12 year olds
Social & Emotional Education (SEE) - a course for students aged 12 to 14+
Songs CD (to accompany EHV) - for 5 to 12 year olds
Songs CD (to accompany SEE) - for 12 to 14+ year olds
Music for Reflection CD - suitable for all ages
Training DVD for EHV - for 5 to 12 year olds (43 mins. duration)
Introductory DVD for EHV - for teachers of 5 to 12 year olds
EHV Home Learning Units and Parents' Booklet
(only to be used in conjunction with EHV lesson plans; not sold as a single item)
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Education in Human
Values (EHV)

Your school can soon benefit from all the practical
tips, ideas and guidance provided to successfully
embed shared values, which enhance children’s
intellectual, emotional and social skills – raising
your whole-school achievement.
Visit: www.humanvaluesfoundation.com
The HVF is a non-denominational and
independent body, which offers universal values
education resources transforming teaching,
learning and community cohesion.

EHV – a proven value-adding resource for primary
school children of 5 to 12 years
✹ EHV gives you a highly acclaimed, multi-purpose
resource comprising ready-to-use Lesson Plans for
developing pupils’ characters and improving their
competencies – raising individuals’ and your school’s
performance.
✹ The wide range of topics equips you with superb
quality materials, ideal for assemblies, classwork
and achieving curriculum goals.
✹ Its engaging and motivational content, centred around
positive, universal values can contribute significantly
to building an admired ethos in your school and
its extensive practical activities help promote cohesion
– as a school and with the wider community.
✹ Educational practitioners worldwide delight in seeing
pupils quickly picking up the concepts, thoroughly
enjoying this lively programme and keenly putting into
practice their newly acquired qualities and life skills.
EHV, published by the Human Values Foundation, provides
you with a set of 3 inspiring A4 books for successfully
embedding and reinforcing attractive values: a Teaching
Manual – full of tips, practical guidance and expert advice
– and 2 volumes comprising 44 time-saving Lesson Plans,
covering 2-3 years’ work.
✹ The simple, well-structured format is conducive to high
quality learning. Music is included in the manuals but
if required, a CD with 30 of the lovely songs is
readily available.
✹ Spiritual and moral values are innovatively explored –
equipping pupils with helpful reference points to guide
their thinking, decision-making and actions. The
resulting confidence and self-esteem make it easier
for them to successfully manage challenges they
may encounter, such as crime, racism, drug abuse
and violence.
✹ This enriching programme enhances your entire
school – benefiting children and all the adults,
whatever their role in the school community.

This user-friendly, cross-curricular resource offers you a
wealth of material for high quality teaching and learning.
It’s especially good for meeting Every Child Matters
expectations; SMSC, PSHE and Citizenship education;
and for implementing and integrating SEAL – as well as
new curriculum initiatives.
Based around the core values of Truth, Love, Peace, Right
Conduct and Non-Violence and embracing many other
important related values, the concepts are easy to teach
using a range of familiar techniques including:
✹ Class discussions
✹ Story telling
✹ Singing
✹ Quotations
✹ Group activities
✹ Silent sitting (sometimes known as silent reflection).
Join the schools that are delighted with the
surprisingly rapid and uplifting effect this engaging
programme has had not only on their pupils but the
entire school community.
REPORTED BENEFITS FROM EHV:

✹ Helps raise pupils' performance
✹ Enhances school's ethos
✹ Enriches home life
✹ Strengthens community cohesion
HOW TO BUY
The quickest and easiest way is to order online from our
website www.humanvaluesfoundation.com
✹ You can purchase online and save money
by downloading a high res pdf to print at your leisure.
✹ You can purchase online and order hard copies to be
sent to your chosen location.
✹ Or you can purchase by mail order by using the
order form attached.

Will teachers need to learn anything new?
The EHV programme is easy to deliver as it’s been
specifically designed using familiar teaching methods.
The only tool that may be relatively new is ‘silent sitting’ or
‘silent reflection’. Being highly practical, the course
encourages engagement, reflection and response skills
and naturally helps to promote and reinforce positive
behaviour everywhere in your school. Its enriching
activities and stimulating ideas provide a lively resource to
enable your school to successfully embed Personal,
Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS).

Such is the excitement about the positive effects
of this programme, we constantly receive
testimonials and comments from teachers,
education facilitators, parents and children.
Below are a few; many more are on our website.
What the Professionals say:
The impact the Education in Human Values programme
made on the children’s attitudes and behaviour was
immediate and it has been positively and highly praised in
our recent inspection. I cannot think of any school that
would not benefit from it and I will certainly be
recommending it to my colleagues.
Headteacher, Primary School, Devon.
Our school will always be indebted to the Human Values
Foundation. Your learning modules on values education
were guidelines in many lessons and assemblies. The
Human Values Foundation in the UK helped a South African
school more than six thousand miles away to find its true
humanity. You helped us find the Mandela way of
reconciliation, peace and goodwill to all.
Headteacher, Johannesburg, South Africa.
What the Children say:
It’s a brilliant programme which should be used in every
school big or small. It helps people control their tempers
and to bring everyone closer together.
Katrina, 11.
The “Human Values” have helped everyone including
pupils, teachers and parents. It has taught me that if we
used all the values at least most of the time our world
would be a better place.
Laura, 11.

